Results
This study aimed to search single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in FABPs as molecular markers accounting for variation of fat mechanisms of pigs. As shown in Table 2 , a total of 26 SNPs were identified using 355 Yorkshire pigs, and the sequences with the newly identified SNPs were submitted to GenBank with accession numbers (FABP1, FABP2, FABP4, FABP5, Table 1 Primer sequences, PCR conditions, and size of segments for the swine fatty acid binding proteins Primer sequences The primer selection based on GenBank accession numbers, and the newly identified sequences for FABP1, FABP2, FABP3, FABP4, FABP5, and FABP7 genes were submitted into GenBank with accession numbers (GU189560, GU189561, FJ755468, GU189562, GU189563, and GU189564), respectively. The nucleotide positions based on the GenBank accession numbers that we have been submitted (FABP1, FABP2, FABP4, FABP5, and FABP7 for GU189560, GU189561, GU189562, GU189563, and GU189564, respectively) , 2 Substitutions of nucleotides, 3 Substitutions of amino acids, 4 The rates of nucleotide substitution for 355 Yorkshire pigs and FABP7 for GU189560, GU189561, GU189562, GU189563, and GU189564, respectively). Substitutions of amino acids detected with 2 SNPs at positions 1,328 (R/H) and 2,045 (R/Q) in FABP4 and FABP5 gene, respectively, and some of the amino acids revealed conservative patterns showing that the polymorphisms have not been observed in other species using the blast search. We also found di-repeat sequences, showing polymorphisms (CA) [17] [18] [19] [20] . The identified SNPs are the first report to help understanding of genetic structures for pig populations regarding fat related traits.
The existence of mutation sites in coding regions of FABP genes may give useful genetic information due to the relation to fat deposition (Szczerbal et al. 2007 ). In addition, as candidate genes associated with fatness (Estelle et al. 2009 , Mercade et al. 2006 , either genotypes or haplotypes of FABP genes in this analysis may help animal breeders when they select animals and change genetic structures in pig populations for commercial purposes.
